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The UMO marching band gets in some practice for the first home football game(Arnold photo).

Credit refunds denied after add/drop week
by Rob Doscher
Staff Writer

money but will help the registrar
speed up the process of class
enrollment and reduce add/drop
transactions. Previously, the registrar's office had to wait until after the
refund period ended (four weeks after
classes start) before it calculated final
enrollment schedules. This year they
can be computed immediately after
add/drop (one week after classes
start).

According to a new provision in
UMO's registration rules, any student
taking 15 credits or less who drops a
course will not receive a refund after
add/drop week. Previously, students
could receive a refund through the
fourth week of the semester.
The Business Office and Registrar
proposed the new rule to the Deans'
director and faculty representatives
who approved of and then incorporated the. measure into the registration
procedure in April.
Resident undergraduate students
who drop three credits during the
add/drop period collect $151 while
non-resident undergraduates receive a
$456 refund. Since students won't be
able to collect credit reduction refunds
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8:30 a.m. Professional Employees
Advisory Council Meeting. FFA
Room, Union.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. APO Used Bookmart. Union.
11 a.m., 2:30 & 6 p.m. UMO Dance
Film Festival: Dance in America.
"Beyond the Mainstream—PostModern Dancers." Dance Studio,
Lengyel Gym.
Noon.
CAPS Brown
Bag
Discussion. "Intro to the System."
Coe Lounge, Union.
French Table. Yellow
Noon.
Dining Room, Hilltop Commons.
12:10 p.m.
Noon prayer.
Sponsored by MCA. Drummond
Chapel, Union.

During the 1982 fall semetter there
were 18,000 add/drop transactions.
UMO administrators anticipate a
reduced number this year because
of the new regulation.
GEORGES BERUBE
after add/drop week. the University
expects to save over $50,000.
Georges Berube, assistant director
of budget and services, said the new
rule will not only save the university

of students do come to Student
Government with complaints then the
matter will be reviewed."
Freshley said in the past many
students signed up for 21 credits
"knowing they will drop
courses.
They pick and choose during the first
four weeks of school and then drop
their least favorite courses for a full
refund. Meanwhile other students
can't take the courses dropped
because they are thought to be full
during add/drop week," Freshley
said.
Students were given / informatioip
abidot the new policy when thex
received their course schedules and
bills this summer.

Student Government President
Craig Freshley said he has received no
complaints from students about the
Berube said one week is adequate
new rule and expressed no dissatisfac- for students to decide which courses to
tion toward the UMO adiministration drop and that "most faculty feel the
for implementing the regulation. - same.—
However, Freshley said "if a number

Professor's research to aid infilm
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
UMO Professor of History,
William Baker traveled to
California Aug. 27 to serve as an
historical
consultant
for
Paramount Pictures on one of its
upcoming television films, "The
Jesse Owens Story.—
' Baker, who has been researching Owens' life for two years for
a biography, said he heard of the
consulting position from Ed Bell,
a former UMO French teacher
now employed by the Atlantic
Richfiels Company in
Los
Angeles.
Baker said Arco owns the
commercial' rights to Owens'

name and is underwriting the
film.
Owens won gold medals in the
100-meter sprint, the 200-meter
sprint, the broad jump, and was
a member of the gold-medalwinning 400-meter relay team, at
the 1936 Summer Olympics in
_Munich. Germany.
Baker, said he was reluctant,
at first, to "hand over" his
research to Paramount officials,
but he eventually gave them
most of the information they
needed.
"I know that a film about Jesse
Owens will be different from a
book. It (the film) will highlight
the dramatic points of Owens'
life but won't explai
some
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WILLIAM BAKER
(See OWENS page 11)
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Feminist poet kicks off Lecture Series
by Chris Bradley
Staff Writer
The Distinguished -Leaure Series
began the year Tuesday night when 330
packed into 101 English/Math to hear
feminist poet Adrienne Rich.
The 8 p. m. address ended a day of
smaller, informal meetings for the
award-winning author, beginning at
noon with an open discussion in the
South Lown Room of the Memorial
Union attencled by 120 people.
The noon talk, co-sponsored by the
Women in Curriculum program,
focused mainly on the place of
women's studies in the university.
"To show any interest in the study
of women,
gets one dreadfully
labeled," Rich said. Women "are
afraid to be called lesbian or feminist"
because of the negative connotations
the dominant American culture has
placed upon those labels.
Rich, who
i
_ /has taught at City
University o ew York and Columbia
University.,' said she has seen many
friends fired for attempting to institute

Protestant Sunday Worship
/ 11 a.m.
Lown Room, Memorial Union

Supper and Forum
5 p.m.
Wilson Protestant Student Center
(the "A frame" at 67 College Ave.

Forum Topic:
"Maine Panorma"; The beauty
and problems of Maine, a salide
presentation
by
Sherman
Hasbrouck

women's studies. "Women fought and
struggled for what now appear to be"
less than significant programs, Rich
said.
Administrators are not the onfy
barriers to the study of women. Rich
said she found that many times
students were not receptive either.
"It's hard to speak about issues about
which you feel very passionately and
meet absolute resistance," Rich said.
But, Rich said, "life radicalizes
you" and she has received letters from
former students who previously
rejected her viewpoint but who now
acc't it.
./It is important to view yourself, Rich
said, as part of "a whole life process of
a student of which you (as a teacher)
are one experience."
Rich also spoke about her recent trip
to Nicaragua and the implications of
the Sandinista revolution. Rich said
she went to Nicaragua to try to answer
several questions for herself. These
questions included the role of women
in the revolution and the treatment of
the Miskito Indians by the Sandinista
goverment.
Rich said she cohfronted the
"concrete reality of a very small
country used by the United States as a

Danspa
ce
22 Main St., Old Town
827-8201

offering dance classes in
Modern Dance
Jazz
Aerobics Stretching
Creative Movement for
Children

Maine Christian Assoc.
the Protestant Church on Campus

IS HERE.
With a Rock 'n' Roll
Dance Party
Tonight in the Pit
from 8 p.m. to 12:00
Tickets at the door
$2.50 Students
$3.50 Non-Students

S•E•A•9S

first concert of the year

with music in the tradition of
Bonnie Raitt, The Baad,
Grateful Dead, and many
others

P.S. No alcohol or smoking in the gym

back -yard to be ripped off for
hundreds of years."
Issues that American feminists
consider to be number one, such, as
abortion, are less ceniral in such a
situation, Rich said.
Despite problems like the forced
relocation of the Miskito Indians, Rich
said the Sandinista government has
made tremendous strides forward.
"Polio has been wiped out; the
illiteracy rate has gone from over 50
percent to 12 percent; and there is a
total commitment on the part of the
government that the people shall be
fed," Rich said.
"Women are incredibly important in
the Sandinista leadership and I trust
these women to set their own
priorities," Rich said.
Rich believes the role women play in

movements such as the Sandinista
revolution is important because "we
have analyses of the oppression of
different groups, what we are only
beginning to develop is analyses of the
simultaneity of oppression."
Rich prefaced her evening address by
saying that she considered herself a
political poet and that - in America
"Political art is suspect. People here
feel that art is for elite people to
study." But one of the first mottoes of
the women's movement was "the
personal is political."
Rich then read a selection of her
poems, written since 1968.
They
included those in her most recent
volume A Wild Patience Has Taken
Me This Far, and some recently written
unpublished poems.

* Police Blotter *
by Katrina Giordano
Staff Writer
Infang Vonsay, a 20-year-old
UMO student from Portland,
Maine, was arraigned in 3rd
District
Court
Wednesday
morning for aftegedly raping a
19-year-old female student.
William
Prosser, assistant
director of the Department of
Police and Safety, said Vonsay's
bail was lowered from $50,000 to
$10,000.
Vonsay was returned to the
Penobscot County Jail after the
arraignment for failure to post

bail, Prosser said.
The rape allegedly took place
at 2:30 a.m. Sunday, Sept. 11,
1983 in Vonsay's room at 429
Gannett Hall, said Prosser. The
female student reported the
incident at 9:30 a.m. Monday
and Vonsay was arrested at noon
Tuesday, he said. Prosser said the
victim knew Vonsay.
A date of Oct. 6, 1983 is set at
3rd District Court to determine
"probable cause," said a clerk
there.
Vonsay is being represented by
Harold Hamilton of Logan_ arid
Kurr.

DeGRASSE
JEWELERS
5 Mill Street, Orono
866-4032

SPECIAL
TDK Cassette Tapes
D60
D 90
AD 90
SA 90
$1.50 to $3.00
AM-FM Cassette Players
$89.00 and up
Pioneer Cassette Players
. Now Available!
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One man'sjourney through hell
411t_

by Tom St. Amand

Min

Rene Belbenoit was 36 years old the year he was
found washed up on a beach in Trinidad. It was 1935
and the small Frenchman, along with five other men,
had spent 16 days tossed about on a violent sea.
Of course, it was an escape. The five powerful men
and the one short, thin man (Rene) were surely
criminals, but the Englishmen who found them
didn't care, The Englishmen knew these men had
been to hell and deserved help in getting away. They
wouldn't tell the French authorities.
Belbenoit held a bundle to his chest. It was a
manuscript, wrapped in an oil cloth, weighing more
than 30 pounds. It was a diary, of sorts, of 15 years
spent in history's most notorious penal colony.
Belbenoit wrote it to warn the world about the
horrors men were capable of in the prison called
Devil's Island.
In 1938 the diary wa., published in a book entitled
"Dry Gillotine."
Belbenoit was 21 years old when he was sentenced
to eight years of hard labor for stealing a satchel of
money from the Countess d'Entremeuse. He was
working in the countess' chateau at the time of the
crime and the small amount of money taken, when
compared to the countess' fortune, didn't make it
seem like a crime at all.
When the sentencing ended, Belbenoit was on his
way to the penal colony at French Guiana.
The entire colony consisted of three islands, of
which Devil's Island carried-the most infamy. Devil's
Island was the easiest of the prison camps. though,
because it was reserved for high-ranking political
prisoners:.-..
Their
punishment
was
not hard labor. Instead, it came as silent suffering, as
each prisoner was never allowed to leave his cell or
communicate with other prisoners.
Belbenoit was sent to the camp at Saint Laurent.
Life was hard there, but not nearly so hard as it was
at the remaining island; Royale Island.
When the 700 convicts who were on Belbenoit's
voyage to Saint Laurent began to leave the ship,
natives of the island approached them,offering to
buy the government-issued prison clothes. A blanket
got five francs. A pair of pants, 40 sous. The
prisoners, eager to enter the prison with any money
for contraband available inside, sold clothes, not
giving thought to the possible need of a shirt or
•
shoes.

The first night, chained to ,,the beds with leg-irons,
the new arrivals were introduced to the vampire bats
that lived in the bunkhouse rafters during the day.
Streams of blood covered bare feet in the morning.
The bats had had a feast on the fresh, disease-free
men.
At 5:30 a.m. the guards came to rouse the
prisoners and send them to work in the jungle.

A prisoner from Devil's Island ekes out a meagre
living by the capture and sale of butterflies.
Breakfast consisted of. a half a pint of black coffee
per man. Lunch was 26 ounces of bread, a pint of
watered-down broth and two ounces of boiled beef.
Five nights a week the men received two to three
ounces of rice for dinner. The other two nights
brought three and a half ounces of dry beans or dry
peas.
After a few days spent working unprotected, many

of the prisoners were full of chiques, tiny flea-like
insects that mtered the body by digging under nails
on fingers and toes. The chiques deposited eggs
beneath the skin, and once the eggs hatched or were
punctured, blood poisoning set in. Belbenoit didn't
wonder that estimates based on previous years said
400 convicts from his batch would die within the first
year.
After a second escape attempt from St.
Laurent—any first attempt went unpunished
Belbettoit was classified an incorrigible and sent to
Royale Island.
He'd heard the stories that came out qf Camp
Charvein on Royale Island. Its name was changed to
Camp Godebert when Carevein became known as
the "camp of Death."
Belbenoit was assigned to "La Case Rouge" — the
Bloodstained Barrack.
- -- Rows of bunks lined the aisle leading to the
"privy" at the far end of the building. The walls
there were stained red with the blood found in
revenge. Frequently a_prisoner, able to Slip off his
leg-iron in the middle of the night, would trip over a
recently killed body.
An old man, brandishing a needle, ran up to
Belbenoit when he entered the barrack. "Here," the
old man said, "make a hole in my eye." He needed a
reason to go,to the hospital on the mainland. He
couldn't take Royale Island any longer.
Belbenoit refused the old man's request. An older
convict tried to accomodate the old man, but
the needle proved too blunt to pierce and only pushed
the eyeball back into the socket. The old man was
sent to the hospital on the colony. His injury was not
serious enough to send him to mainland.
- By 1935, Belbenoit also- could take no more of
Camp Godebert and its Case Rouge. He assembled
five prisoners who promised they "preferred
freedom or death" tcl the colony.
A dugout canoe was bought from a Chinaman
living near the town prison, and on the evening of
May 2, the escape began.
The six men sat cramped in the canoe for 16 days.
Waves washed supplies overboard and pulled the
compass from Belbenoit's hand. Tempers flared as
hunger set in. Belbenoit, by far the smallest man in
the canoe, held a gun to convince the other men he
would stari/e before turning back.
Finally, land was spotted on May 18, and the
canoe was brought to rest on the beach at Trinidad.
After 15 years of living in hell, Belbenoit found
freedom at last.

The United
Baptist Church
Biblical-Practical-Relevant
The Rear of T
Year Contest
50.00 cash prize & Miller Designer Jeans
for Both Guy & Gal Winners.
starts 9-19,83

Introductory Bible Course
Along .with your secular studies, you should take time to
explore God's word. A 12 week introductory Bible course
investigates the major topics of the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation. This study is offered by UMO's Search For Truth
Student Fellowship
which includes the following:
corresponding lesson sheets with a student manual, and charts
plus a new Bible- all free of charge, with no obligation to join
this campus group.
A S.F.T. instructor would be glad to arrange a study to fit
into your class schedule between class, on or off campus.
Search For Truth Student Fellowship meets the following
Thursdays this semester at 7:30 in the Drummond Chapel,
Memorial Union: Sept. 15, Oct. 6, Nov. 3, Dec. 1. A spiritual
uplifting awaits you when you when you attend these allcampus group meetings.
Senior History Major
Alston W. Oliver
394-4311

_

welcomes you to our area and invites you
to worship God with us.
Our bus will give you a ride to the services as listed:
PICK UP AT
York-Kennebec
Hancock
Cumberland
Androscoggin
Somerset(Hilltop Area)

SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:00 a.m.

CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
10:05 a.m.
10:08 a.m.
10:08 a.m.
10:10 a.m.

9:05 a.m.
9:08 a.m.
9:08 a.m.
9:10 a.m.

Early Worship Service 3:00 a.m.
Sunda, School 9:30 a.m.
Come ffsorship

Morning Service 10:45 a.m.
Evening Service 6:30 p.m.
ith Us 817-2024

Sign-up for._

Senior Council Elections
September 13th through 16th
in the Student Government Office
at the Memorial Union
Elections will be held September 28th

•
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No relief seen in Poland
by Debra Davenport
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The Polish government announced an end to 19
months of martial law on July 21. Gen. Wojcieck
Jaruzelski told the Polish Parliament the end of
military rule is "proof of the good will of the
authorities."
But he warned there would be no return to
anarchy and "any attempt at anti-social activities
will be muzzled no less decisively than before."
During the same legislative session, a
constitutional change was enacted allowing
authorities to declare a "state of emergency" in the
event of disorder and unrest. The government had to
declare a "state of war" to bring the troops out on
Dec. 13, 1981.
"It's a game," said UMO Professor of
Mathematics Henry Pogorzelski, who visited Poland
for 13 days in August. "But it's a dangerous game.
Everyone is exhausted. Poland is very, very
nervous."
Pogorzelski went to Poland to attend the
International Mathematics Congress in WarsaW,13th
he went first to Gdansk.
"I was inspired by Czeslaw Milosz (the Nobel
Prize-winning poet who spoke at UMO last spring) to
go and see the statue which stands as a memorial to
100 slain Solidarity strikers. The statue is in a
square, just opposite an entrance to the Lenin
shipyard.
"When I arrived, police were everywhere. They
rode around in trucks and whenever persons in the
street forrilid groups of three or more, they brok'e.
them up.
"I asked a man beside me who they (the police)
were, and he shouted, "they are communist
bandits." The police _stopped me a few minutes
r later. They asked to see my papers. When 1 told
them I was going to attend a conference in Warsaw,
they asked me why I was in Gdansk. They wrote
down my name,in a black book, then told me I was
free to walk around."
Pogorzelski said he finally saw the statue about
which Milosz had spoken. At the base of the statue is
a plaque inscribed with a line from one of Milosz'
poems: "You have killed a simple man; A poet will
not forget."
In Warsaw, he said, things at first appeared more
normal than in Gdansk.
"But within a few days I began to sense that it was
not so. People have to stand, in_ long. lines for
everything. Shopping for groceries can take hours.
Meat is rationed, and the selection of fruits and
vegetables is very limited. '
" I think the inefficiency and the red tape
frustrate people more than the waiting. For
example, the postal service is terrible. People are
not allowed tO wrap their 'owri packages; eve6thing
has to be inspected. I waited in line for three hours to
mail some books back to the United States. A woman
beside me was trying to mail a dozen ceramic plates.
When she finally got to the counter, the postmaster
told her the plates would have to be packed in straw.
She left, and returned half an hour later with a bale
of hay.
"And apparently very little mail is getting in or
out of Poland. My registration for the Congress had
never arrived. People kept asking me to bring letterst
back with me to mail them inside the states.
Everywhere he went, Pogorzelski said, the sense
of tediousness and weariness was prevalent.
" One day I came upon a group of 100 or more
people gathered at the floral cross -- the focus of
Solidarity demonstration during Pope John Paul's
visit. Some people were crying; some were singing
hymns. They (the police) claimed it had something to
do with Solidarity. I didn't see any Solidarity there...
I saw a lot of old, tired people."
Among intellectuals, he said, there is a feeling of
determination, but also of fatalism.
"The older intellectuals are calling for a dialogue
with the Soviet Union, but the young think it's
hopeless; that these people will never get off their
backs. They're convinced that violence is the only
solution.
At this point, it almost appears that the church is
the only thing which maintains any semblance of
sanity and order.
"It's frightening. Poland has become no more
than a colony of the Soviet Union. I don't think that
people here realize how bad it really is.'

Professor Henry Pogorzelski still finds time to do
the simple things in life. (Gray photo)

Save money on
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o
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day of publication
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oura magnifying glass, and 'told me to
place the hash under it and read the
name. The letters M-A-Z-A-R were
stamped across both.' He said this waS
the village in Afghanistan where the
hash was made.
"You see, last winter a ship being
high. Of course, I said yes.
chased by the Coast Guard dumped
We sat down in Jerry's living room. the hash overboard. Well, some local
He mixed himself a drink and asked us fisherman saw where, and ever since,
if we would like to put our beer in the the fishing trade around here has been
refrigerator. After some light convers- booming." He started laughing
ation, Jerry excused himself from the loudly.
room. He returned a few minutes later
I remember being quite impressed
carrying a large plastic bag the size of with the story. It made me think of
a pillow case, half-full of marijuana. Robin Hood. For once, the damn
"Would you gentlemen like to get fishermen would come out on top.
high?"
"Yea for the little man," I thought.
I looked at the bag in amazement. I But by then I was delirious with
had never seen that much pot before insight, and the thought was washed
and I'm sure Larry hadn't either.
away by the colors and sounds of hard
"Sure, I'd love to." I knew I would porn. I began to feel closed in. Maybe
soon be wasted out of my head.
I was freaking out, but I believed I had
Jerry slowly reached into the bag to escape from Jerry's apartment
and grabbed a fistful of dope. There before it was too late.
were buds the size of a half dollar. He
Jerry gave himself a shot of insulin
reached behind his chair and pulled in the belly. I left. I did not say
out an album cover. Carefully, he goodbye. I could not speak. I had
crumpled the weed.
nothing to say.
"You boys have never seen my
I woke the next morning with a nasty
place before. It's not much, but it's headache
and the vague memory of
been my home for seven years."
what I had done the night before. Poor
I asked him if he was married.
Larry woke up around 2 p.m. with a
"Married, what the hell would I be terrible case
of the dry heaves. Twenty
married for? Those bitches _are Only trips to the
bathroom had expended
worth one thing to me."
everything in his mighty stomach.
I watched his eyes melt into slits like
For days afterward, Jerry AllerDp.p,.....
some half-baked Chinaman. A smile became
a small force in my Hie. I liked
spread across his face and he and respected
Jerry, although I knew
chuckled. He looked up at me with the he had many
problems. I accepted him
joint rolled.
from a distance. He remained a
"It hasn't been like I haven't been
stranger, and I would not venture
with them. Why the last time I went to
closer to the real him. It was none of
Indonesia, I went to a real pretty house my
business, and even if it had been, I
where the girls
just line up in a row think I would have pushed it out of my
with numbers around their necks and
life.
—
you just walk up and -pick them.
To me, Jerry became a diversion
His laugh was open and up front
from a life that had grown to be
now. I could see the coffee stains on
altogether too dull. He became an
his teeth. He clutched his right arm
escape. His insane beliefs gave me
violently as if it had been shot. The
something to think about and made me
joint was passed to me and I dragged
look at my life differently. But at the
on it slowly. Fffffff, fffffff, "Have you
same time. if I passively accepted and
traveled?"
admired Jerry, I also mistrusted him,
"Hell yes," "I've been around half
because one should always beware of
the world; South America, the Middle
the stranger. I knew he was evil, but I
East, Southeast Asia, Europe. Last
hardly cared.
year, I took a couple boys to Rio. I was
I probably would have continued not
walking down the street and this guy
caring if Larry hadn't died a month
walks up to me and asks if I 'wanted to
later. Jerry and he had become close.
go to an orgy..."
How close I did not know at the time.
I became distracted by the teleAgain, it was none of my business.
vision. I could see Jerry's thin hand
Larry and I were not good friends,
-clutching,the remote control. I realized
but I was shocked and hurt when I
how fragile the man was, yet also
heard Orheath. Evidently, he had
powerful, because he always had the
driven off the road one' night Quite
controls. _
drunk. The autopsy mentioned the
Jerry played some pornographic
presence of morphine. The case was
video cassettes. We finished the joint
under investigation, but I knew what
and he rolled another. I wanted to
had happened without even being
decline, but something told me not to.
there. Jerry had given him the drug as
It seemed I had to get wasted if I were
he had give me so many* others. Larry
to cope with the situation, yet, I
took
the drug under his own
realized the situation and the pot went
admission. He had trusted the spider
together. I suppose many people
once too often, and he became snared
would have declined, but I was eager
in the web. He died an innocent,
to digest decadence, to slither, hiss, to
confused young man.
grovel in the dirty quagmire of the
I didn't cooperate with the police
dark side to which only hallucinogenic
because I knew they didn't have
drugs can bring insight.
enough evidence to arrest Jerry. I was
Jerry excused himself from the room
after we finished the second joint. scared. Drugs had always been a toy.
Larry and I agreed that we were quite Now, they had become a dagger. Larry
was stupid, but he did not deserve to
high. We were smiling Ad ready for
die. I wanted to cry, but I did not. I felt
more of Jerry's stories of sexual
rage for the spider. I knew I would pay
exploits, but he did not utter ten more
one more visit to the web. I would go
sentences the rest of the night.
Instead, he played with the television, there and find out what happened.
I got into my car. My hands and legs
speeding up the film to all the raunchy
were shaking uncontrollably. I clenchparts, arms, legs, tongues, bodies
ed the steering wheel. My knuckles
intertwined in lustful bliss. He kept
turned white and thc shaking
making sadistic comments. I know I
subsided.
Suddenly I
tilted
should have felt guilty but I felt it was
head
back
and
began
to
cry.
I cried
all in fun.
that
Larry
might
forgive
me
for
Twisted things raced through my
introducing
him
to
Jerry.
I
cried
for
the
mind. Jerry brought out two chunks of
Afghan hashish the size of bowling world, for the strong who torture the
balls. One was black, the other, blond.
He reached into a desk drawer, pulled
Continued on next page.

Fiction: The Web
Editors note: For the rest of the semester, the Maine Campus Magazine will
publish a selection of the bestfiction on campus. We welcome your contribution
to our newfeature.

by Ed Manzi
have always considered myself a rational man despite
what others might have said about my past actions.
That I killed a man makes no difference. My motivations are controlled by a spiritual source so deep, I
shudder to imagine their morality. I doubt anyone could
have stopped me.

I

At the time, I really didn't think about it. My hands moved
with possessed synchronization. They flashed white for the throat,
searching for the warmth that can only bring bliss. Feeling the neck
muscles tighten, I felt compelled to tighten my own grip. When I
heard the deep choking sobs, childhood lullabies filled my head. I
felt pleasure, a deep release of ancient frustration. His legs shot up
and out in all directions. When I loosened my grip, he was no more.
His tongue hung out the side of his
mouth in an almost comic fashion, and
I thought about all those delightfully
violent cartoons I had watched as a
child. The coyote who chased the stick
bird looked like this when the anvil fell
on his head. I always laughed at that.
It just made you laugh. There was
really nothing, else you could do.
As I sat there. I started to laugh,
slowly at first, almost a giggle, and
then hysterically, because I always
remembered how the damn coyote got
0- up and brushed himself off as if
nothing had happened. Those cartoons
are classics, and, if I ever get out of
this place. I swear I'll buy some video
cassettes.
Sometimes men cry because they
are in pain. At other times, they cry
over a deep emotional crises, a death
perhaps. I wept for this death because
this man would never walk or speak
again. Unlike the coyote who could be
smashed by a million anvils. I could
not kill this man again. And for this. I
cried.
He looked quite lovely lying there on
the bed. His green eyes glistened in
the soft light. I wanted to touch him,
perhaps caress his hair a bit, but I was
afraid to go close because I feared he
might magically come alive. No, that's
not it at all. I could not approach him
because of his spirit. I could .see it
neon, blue dancing about his temples,
and. I was afraid. There were terrible
images. swastikas and human skulls,
obese female genitals and diseased
gums. Seeing this, I left his body for
the devil's buzzards and stumbled out
of his room.
Jerry Allenson was a sickly man. At
42, he'd done more than most men
have by 70. A diabetic, he had a
weathered appearance. He wore thick
spectacles, and when he laughed, you
could see the deep lines in his face.
That laugh bothered me *at first
because I could not understand it.
Later, I understood it only too well.
Jerry was a merchant who ran a
local grocery store, but he dabbled in
everything from real estate to antiques
drugs and old pornographic books •
and movies. Jerry was a recluse. His
store was quite legitimate, but he was
not.
I believe it was Jerry's vices that
attracted young people, and, eventually it drew me in also. Not that Jerry's
store was a teenage hangout or
community brothel. He was too sly to
go down that road.
Jerry's magic was very subtle. He
enticed you into his spider's web

,r(

slowly. He chose his young men and
women carefully, and then he fed you
his special candy antt sql,LwTite
taieght.
I was caught for a while, but I never
went the full route.
Jerry was not a handsome man. He
stood six feet and was skinny as a rail,
had straight gray hair, green eyes and
rotten teeth. It was not his looks that
got those kids into bed. It was the
drugs.
I first met Jerry one day fast
summer while on my way to work.
stopped to buy some junk food to tide
my stomach through the hot afternoon.
Jerry was sitting behind the counter
-with a funny grin on his face, peering
at the tourists. He stared at me and
I smiled back. I thought he was a real
wimp. My smile was a confirmation of
this. I think he knew because he shot a
mean glare back at me. Perhaps it was
just my imagination. I was quite
hung over and I've often misread
people while in that state. Still, his
wimp status changed in my mind then.
"This sucker is sly," I thought.
"Nobody can read thoughts." I left the
store confused, but curious.
Many days afterwards, I visited
Jerry's store again. We struck no
casual conversation about nothing. I
began to like him because we were
playing "head games." "Something
will break soon," I thought. "This
dude likes to party." Nothing
happened. My curiousity faded away. I
became absorbed in the summer rays,
work, all-night parties. I read a copy of
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."
It was a regular summer-fun city. Just
keep your ass out of the fire. Use
Visine drops. Tylenol -to kill that
morning hangover.
Work kept me occupied. Waiting on
tables is a good profession for a college
bum. I remember those hot, breezy
afternoons on the patio serving lunch
to those old bats with my head feeling
like it was ready to cave in.
I worked my way into Jerry's web
innocently. My friend Larry and I were
cruising one day and decided to stop at
Jerry's store to make one last beer
run. When we entered, I looked at
Jerry square in the eyes because I
remembered our first meeting. He
flashed me his rancid smile in a
gesture of good will. I gave him a
simple half nod and a mischievous
grin. We embraced spirits. There were
no words spoken, but I sensed we
would be sharing energy. As we were
about to leave, Jerry asked us if we
would like to come upstairs and get
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weak, for the sly who corrupt the
innocent, for men like me who don't
care until it's too late.
.I drove to Jerry's store. When I got
there, I saw it was closed. I feared
going upstairs into that web. I did not
want to go, but some force pushed my
feet up the stairs. This force controlled
my voice, actions, everything.
"Hello, Jerry," I said in a cheerful
voice. "May I come in?" I stared him
in the eyes. He looked tired, drained,
the worst I had ever seen him.
"Sure, come on in. You want a
drink?"
"Ya. I. could really use one."
Something was wrong. Jerry had his
defenses down. He looked ill. I
wondered if the spider was luring me
into a trap. .
"What's wrong Jerry? You don't
look well."
don't know. I've got some virus
or something."
"Do you want me to leave?" I said
in an earnest voice, as if I really cared
about him.

hours. We listened to music and
watched T.V., but neither of us said a
word. Jerry broke out some opium, but
I refused to smoke it.
"That's OK, Man, really. I'm
really buzzed. You go ahead if you
want to."
Jerry sat with his legs crossed.
-smoking the opium. I could see the
energy draining out of his fragile body.
I knew in a few minutes he would be
mine.
As I had thought, Jerry lay
crumpled on the floor. The spider was
sick, but his prey was not. The hunter
would now become the hunted.
While he slept, I rummaged through
his apartment to see if I could find the
morphine. I never found any drugs,
but what I did find pushed me over the
edge. There were two envelopes
containing pictures of boys being
seduced by older men. What scared
me the most was that Jerry was in half
the pictures, and so was Larry.

put the pictures back into the
envelopes and carefully put them back
where I found them. When I walked
back into the living room, Jerry was
not there. My heart stopped. Slowly, I
scanned the apartment until I reached

Jerry's bedroom. He lay on the bed
face up, asleep. I knew I had to kill
him. It was something I had to do. I
bent over and took that creature's life
away and I am not sorry. I would do it
again tomorrow.
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"No, stay. Let's smoke a joint."
We smoked dope for the next few

Continued from page6
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Lost hope
hen President Reagan first dispatched a
contingent of U.S. Marines to join British, French and Italian troops in a
multinational peacekeeping force in Lebanon, it was
accompanied by a sense of hope. Hope that they
could help give the newly-installed, "popular"
government of Amin Gemayel a margin of stability
and sufficient time to rebuild the country after years
of ck il war and occupation.
-Today it.is hard to imagine we could ever have been
so optimistic. Lebanon is virtually partitioned
between Syria and Israel and within their zones
various well-armed militiplen wage war in the face
of the wholly ineffective Lebanese Army. Various
Moslem sects have vowed to change the country's
political power structure, by overthrowing the
Gemayel government if necessary. Despite the
continuing efforts of Saudi and U.S. diplomats,
there seems little chance the opposing factions will
soon sit down for negotiations to form a more stable,
representative government or even to bring a
permanent end to the current hostilities.
Yes, the optimism is gone; so much so that
Congress may soon envoke the War Powers Act-which would require the president to gain Congress'
approval for any further deployment of U.S. forces-and many Americans, fearful of slipping into
another Vietnam, have shifted their attention from
San Salvadore to Beirut.
In this light, it is discomforting to learn that U.S.
commanders now have the authority to call for air
and artillery strikes in Lebanon without first
consuhing Washington. The illusions to Vietnam

W

and the history of "gradual escalation" are more
frightening than the deployment ofmilitary advisors
to El Salvador. While it would be foolish to presume
that the president will soon be authorizing search and
destroy missions in the Shouf hillsides, it is not
outside the realm of possibility that the Marine
contingent might well be allowed a more active role
in "defending" themselves. So much for
peacekeeping.
This is the problem now facing the multinational
force in Lebanon: There can be no peacekeeping for
there is no peace to keep. So long as the many
factions of Lebanese society continue to work against
themselves, the United States and others will be
unable to work with them to stabilize their country.
What the president, and his counterparts in London,
Paris and Rome must now undertake is to redefine
the mission of their forces in Lebanon. If they are to
remain and face the possibility of being sucked into
open military action, they must be given some role
greater than patrolling Beruit's streets or seeking
shelter in their bunkers. If they are to leave, some
mechanism must be put in place to prevent the total
breakdown of Lebanon.. But merely expanding the
boundaries of the forces defensive capabilities
simply will not do.
Whatever theca -e, noivis-the tinieTor such
decisions, before some swirl of events precludes all
other options.

THEW 14E LAUGHED AND
SAID;

You FELL FOR THAT ol-D P6
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The real UMO
1 saw something in the Union a few
weeks ago that blew my mind. Some
well-meaning student organization
was selling the official UMaine
thermos jugs. in the official Maine
blue and white school colors. All you
die-hard tailgaters may now rest
assured that you can party in true style
without risking the disdain of your
fellow UMO students.
This incident and the great annual
migration of the freshman from
towns-unheard-of set me thinking.
Just what is the real UMO? Or rather,
what is a real UMO lifestyle? Is it
running around in a blue and white
sweatshirt, giving everyone you see a
warm Maine "hello?" Ask most any
upper-classman and he or she will tell
you thaythe real UMO student life isn't
at Ut at all. 14's off-campus.
e lived off-campus for a year and
a flalf now, and I can no longer
ceive of dorm life. It's not that bad.
I know. In a dorm you make these
special bonds that are never broken. 1
make a big effort to make a fuss over
the friends I once had when I see them
on the mall: "Remember the time you
puked down the stairwell after
drinking a bottle and a half of Night
Train?" After living in half a room and
eating roast beef au jus every Sunday,
dorms, if 'anything, make you
appreciate off-campus life all the
more.
A prime example of OC life: my
roommates, a few friends and I were
• having a party a couple of weekends
ago. Nothing big, just a few cases and
"52 Certified Golden Hits" on the
stereo, we played Mexican. Mexican is a great game; it's sort of like I
Doubt It only it s played with dice
shaken in a cup against an album (we
used the Grateful Dead, just to keep it
OC.) If you win, or if you lose (I can't
remember since I had many, many
beers and couldn't comprehend at all)
you're supposed to do the Mexican
Hat Dance, even though we don't.
Maybe it doesn't sound all that
exciting. I only wish you could have
been there, just to take it all in: Keith
lauRhir out loud at Kathy's bids
("OK, 1 can't lie. I have'ati honest
face!) oozens of empty beer bottles
and cans strewn across the living room
rug; monitoring who makes the most
trips to the bathroom
right, so I
car only rent my beer!"); the
"Off Keys" singing in warbled harmony with "It's My. Party and I'll Cry
If I Want To;" Sandy sitting quietly
just being Sandy in her own peaceful
way; bags of sour cream and bacon
chips that Barbara always munches
and how she does, I'll never
know—they give me bad breath and
make me burp all night; and Kathy's
imitation of Betty and her tambourine
when "Sugar Sugar" plays.
"I should have been born 10 or 20
years ago," she insists.
No. Kath, there's no reason, when
things are so damn good now.So what
if the toilet overflows and we can play
"surf city" on it. So what if the cats
can't remember where our new house
is and they keep throwing up inside.
Someday, when I dare to think back to
my days at UMO, I won't remember
Bananas the Bear or who won the
Maine-Mass football game. I'll remember you. Kathy, and all of my
friends Whb made UMO truly UMO.
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Response
Let's let bygones be bygones
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.

Brennan's holding ou
To the editor:
I not only attended the
University of Maine at Orono,
but at a far away time taught
there. Though I have spent
most of my life in the private
sector. I am disturbed by what
is happening with its recent
financial predicaments.
Having read some of the
minutes of the meetings
between the University's
trustees and Dr. Silverman
ranging-over the-last-year;
can't, for the life of me,
discover why fiscal things
have come to such a bid head
there without being checked
by the cooperation of the
trustees and the state legislature, as well as by the
governor's! Studying this
problem in my own way, I am
now convinced there would
have been no reallocation of
funds to the tune of S4 million
_ if_ there had been no detraction
of funds elsewhere by Mr.
Brennan and his appointees
on the Board of Trustees. The
budget has been foolishly
starved from keeping up with
costs and increases so Mr.
Brennan can give in to the
political game playing. Possibly this year they were

myself am one of the least
innocent.
This letter is addressed to
I think the problem here is
all my fellow senators and
one of personality conflicts.
anyone else who has ever
And most certainly, in any
thought or read about the
organization as large as
student trustee issue. I want student government there is
to make it clear from the start bound to be personality
that this letter is not to tell you
conflicts to some degree, it's
which side to choose, rather it only human. It is no secret
is an appeal to our common
that there is no love lost
sense of good and right.
between Rodney and Craig,
As many of you may well
but that should not have
know I was one of the eight
become public knowledge.
senators to call for the special
I think that it is safe to say
senate meeting and in so
that everyone, myself includdoing I made some harsh
ed, has Overreacted to this
statements against the pre- .issue by exchanging insults.
sent administration such as
Hurt piled on hurt just won't
terming this vote, in effect, a
heal and adding salt to an
no confidence vote. But, as
open wound doesn't help
people are fond of saying,
matters any. Last year I was
hindsight is 20%20 and this is
caught in the middle of the
most certainly true with me. In
elections dispute but we
looking at the events of this
managed to keep our heads
past week, one has to
and work things out in a
shudder. Rodney Labbe and
civilized and gentleman-like,
Craig Freshley traded insults,
manner. After that, we
and 1 asked Craig to tender his' breezed through the semester
resignatign44.4whish leads
with relatively few holes in an
me to the question of why?
otherwise smooth road. Now
Why did this issue turn into
we're back in the fire again
such a hotbed leading to the and we've already gone
exchange of insults in which I further than the last dispute.
To the editor:

counting 5
an increase in
tuition
balance the budget,
buti)f. Silverman,-who I find
a/-decent man and brilliant
'professional, was wise to
reject.
Yet the alternatives were
terrible, for I myself am an
old-time backer of 4-H and
free _services the university
has extended to Maine business, and I am grateful: and
yet as far as I can tell,
agriculture has trot suffered
since- the reallocation's-onethird rescission
by
Dr.
-hapSi1Vermar
17-1Vhat has
pened is a serious misunderstanding among the university's service people to what
exactly are Dr. Silverman's
intentions, as if he really has
anything to do with the fiscal_
crisis our beloved university is
faced with! Let me just say, it
is all in the minutes of the
meetings between trustees
and Dr. Silverman that the
ari-d- students
service peopre alike should investigate for
redemnation. Those facts
speak for themselves: the
governor is holding out!

Ed Dill
Little Deer Isle

It dismays me to no end that
this is how we must start a
new semester.
Are we to go through the
rest of the year with people
judging us by "what side of
the aisle you're on:" Craig's
side or Rodney's side. I tell
you right now I would rather
not face that prospect at all.
I regret that this has come
about in this manner but let's
take a moment to look at how
we can remedy this situation.
First off, the mudslinging has
got to stop. Let's step back
and look at this issue
hands,
objectively, shake
apologize to each other then
move on to however the vote
may turn out letting bygones
be bygones. Let us strive to
work out future disputes
before they go this far and
give us a bad name. Last but
not least, let -us learn from our
mistakes here and now, lest
we learn the hard way that
history repeats itself.

Harry Tucci
Senator, Oxford Hall

13ifferent behavior,differentlaw
_
To the editor:
I'd like to comment on Lisa
Reece's article about drunk
driving laws being unfair to
teenagers. She apparently
forgot that people under
twenty who drink are breaking
the law anyway. In this case
the law treats teenagers
differently from people 20
years or older. Therefore,
different treatment of drinking
and driving violations is

drunk more often during their
teens and in college than they
do when they get older. There
are differences in the law and
differences in behavior that
califortougher drunk driving
laws for teenagers. But the
intent of the law is the same:
as a deterent to most people
and as a hard lesson for those
who violate the law.

warranted. If the permissible
blood-alcohol level in teenagers was raised to .10
percent. then in effect, the law
would be permitting levels of
alcohol in the blood below
that. This would be contradictory when the law is
supposed to prohibit teenagers from drinking in all
situations.
I don't know of any
statistics, but experience
shOws that many people get

Commentary

Sandra Hussey
Old Town

Roosevelt Center

An awkward position

•
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n Sept. 7, the 35 members of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe-including
the
United
States-will meet to give final approval to a
statement updating an eight-year-old agreement
on sec„rity, national borders and human rights in
European countries
The conference is not as well known here as
States-in
other talks involving the United
particular the strategic arms negotiations or the
intermediate-range nuclear force talks in Geneva.
Most Americans have never heard of CSCE; the
agreement that created it, called the Helsinki Final
Act; or the Madrid meeting-the second followup conference to Helsinki-which has its final
meeting September 7. But as the only general
European security conference since World War II,
its importance is clear. It is the only continuing
forum for talks between East and West, including
the United States and the Soviet Union.
The Helsinki Final act created not only an
agreement, but a process for periodic review ot
that agreement-a vital step tor continuing
dialogue. The agreement calls oli-Eiiropean
nations-including the Soviet Union and other
Warsaw Pact countries-to respect the territorial
integrity of all nations, engage in the peaceful
cooperate
and
of ' disputes,
settlement

0

-

economically, scientifically and culturally to
ensure security.
Parts of the agreement address specific military
questions: for example, the call for prior
notification and the exchange oknbservers during
major military exercises. But , unique among
military agreements, thc Helsinki accord treats
human righs issues in depth as an integral part of
security. The Madrid conference introduced or
strengthened language to ensure the right of
workers to establish and join trade unions. It also
condemns terrorism, expedites family reunification, and improves religious freedom.
These human rights provisions have been used
by a variety of groups in Eastern Europe as a
rallying point to resist governmet repression.
Indeed, human rights activists have been the
staunchest defenders of the Helsinki process.
Others, however, question the effectiveness of
the Helsinki agreement and the value of continued
United States participation. As the Madrid
conference ends and before the next follow-up
conference begins in Vienna in 1986, it is time to
examine the issue again.
Critics of the Helsinki Final Act point out that
the Soviet Union has increased persecution of
dissidents, reduced emigration to a trickle and
crushed Polish freedoms. The Helsinki process

has allowed the Soviets to spread propaganda and
give the appearance of action while violating most
of the provisions in the agreement. The
agreement's only accomplishment, opponents say.,
was the recognition of postwar Soviet frontiersa step that helped crush the hopes of countries
struggling to free themselves from Soviet
domination.
Proponents of continuing the process say that
continued participation is the only hope for
improving Soviet behavior. Moreover, to pull out
would allow the Soviets to accuse the United
States of undermining constructive efforts for
peace and security. Supporters argue that Helsinki,
provides a valuable forum to hold the Soviet
Union accountable for its human rights practices.
The United States is in an awkward position.
Because the Soviets have largely ignored the
human rights provisions of the agreement, the
process has brought about limited results. But
pulling out of the talks might not serve United
States interests. Just as disturbing is that this
complicated but important issue has attracted so
little public attention. It is ironic that while the
nuclear issue has sparked an examination of
American motives in arms control negotiations-and of the talks themselves, so little public
attention has been given to the Helsinki process.
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A law office you've alreadypaidfor
In the "outside world," only the largest of
corporations can afford to keep a lawyer on
permanent retainer.
You, as a UMO student, have a fully-staffed law
office at your disposal which you have already

SLS Notes
Jamie Eves
paid for. Approximately $4.50 of your student
activity fee goes to fund Student Legal Services.
SLS is entirely student controlled and managed.
It is completely funded I by the Student
Government, taking up approximately 15 percent
of the student government budget. Policy is set by
a board of directors composed entirely of UMO
students.
SLS is located on the top floor of the Memorial
Union. The office is open for general intake from
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. every weekday.
The staff consists of six part-time student
paralegals, two full-time paralegals and art
attorney.
The attorney is Chris Garner. A graduate of
Franklin Pierce Law School in New Hampshire,
Chris is in his third year with the program.
Both full-time paralegals Jamie Eves and Pam
Smith, are UMO graduates. Both served stints as
VISTA volunteers before returning to SLS as

full-time employees. Jamie specializes in landlord/tenant law, and Pam in family law.
Six hard-working student paralegals represent
majors fromi most colleges.
No student will be charged a fee for using SLS.
You have already paid for SLS through your
student activity fee. Clients are asked to cover
their own court costs, but these are usually no
more than $10 to $25.
SLS provides full court representation in most
civil matters, including landlord/tenant disputes,
divorces, consumer problems, wills, hassles with
the university administration, and minor traffice
problems.
They also give advice in all areas of the law,
including criminal law and OUI.
A client visiting SLS is greeted by a
receptionist, who assigns the client to a paralegal.
The paralegil interviews the client, writing down
all pertinent facts. and talks briefly about possible
solutions. The paralegal often does the necessary
research right on the spot. allowing the client to
read the applicable statutes or administrative
rules. Before the client leaves, the attorney is
called over, and the attorney. paralegal, and
client discuss the case, how best to proceed, and
any legal advice given.
Most cases can be handled in just the one visit,
although about one-third require further work.
SLS believes in demystifying the law for its
clients, and always carefully explains the law to

them. making sure the client understands the law.
Besides normal casework. SLS has a community
legal education program. They help teach two
university courses in Maine law: consumer law at
UMO and personal law at BCC. They are available
to speak in dormitories, and have published a
tenants' handbook. They also write this column
for the Campus, which will appear every
Thursday ith late-breaking news on Maine law as
well as traditional advice on time-honored legal
problems faced by UMO students.
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They work on trying to change less progressive
laws through work with the legislature and
statewide lobbying groups:
SLS is also looking for more student board
members. Anyone interested should contact
Jamie Eves or Pam Smith at Student Legal
Services, "the law office which belongs to the
students."
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Thursday, Sept. 15
C

12:15 p.m. Sandwich Cinema. "Mime of Marcel
Marceau" and "Bip at a Society Party." FFA Room,
Union.
7 p.m. UMO Judo Club. Gymnastics Room, Memorial
Gym.
7 p.m. Placement Registration Night.for seniors in the
Collegejof LS & and Forest Resources. 100 Nutting.
African Students Association Emergency
7 p.d.
Meeting: "United We Stand." 108 Barrows.

Air )

A

Mb Parry
TED KA8EL DEMO TAPE TAKE 1

Friday, Sept. 16 —

9a.m. - 4 p.m. APO Used Bookman. Uniom
3:J0 p.m. Zoology Seminar. David Bodine, UMO
Dept. of Zoology and the Jackson Laboratory:
—Genetic and Molecular Analyses of the Erthrocyte
Membrance Skeleton." 102 Murray.
6:30 p.m. Jewish High Holy Day Services for Yom
Kippur. Temple Israel, Old Town. For transportation,
contact UMO Hillel directors Lianne Harris, 866-2456
or Avis Smith,581-3746
7 p.m. Planetarium."The Sky is Falling..." Wingate.
7 & 9:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "Diva." Hauck
Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. Thursday Club Wine & Cheese Party. For
members and guests; new faculty and professional staff
invited. 12 Sunset Drive, Old Town.
8:15 p.m. Faculty Recital. Ludlow Hallman, baritone;
Lillian Garwood, pianist; and Sandra Zuk Cyrus,
narrator: "Brahms' Die Schone Magalone, Op. 33, a
15-song prose poem. Lord Recital Hail.
5:15 & 6 p.m. GSS/APO Shuttlebus to the Bangor
Mall. Side entrance, Union.

Saturday,Sept. 17

.

4:30 p.m. Mass. Newman Center, College Ave.,
Orono.
7 & 9:30 p.m. SEA Movie. "The Verdict." Hauck
Auditorium.
7:15 & 8:30 p,m. GSS/APO Shuttlebus to the Bangor
Mall. Side entrance, Union.
7:30 p.m. Fo'c'sle. Lown Room, Union.
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Suspects in Gridley murder await trial
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by Kevin Foster
Staff Writer
' Two suspects remain in custody for
the March murder of 19-year-old
Justine Renee Gridley, but state police
say it may be sometime before the case
goes to trial.
In June, police arrested Joseph W.
Albert, Jr., 39, of Bangor and Harold
Glidden, 35, of Holden and charged
them with the murder. They are
currently being held in the Penobscot
County Jail without bail.
The case began March 21 when
rabbit hunters found Gridley's partially-clothed body in a wooded area of
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Now you can try Advanced Banking at UMO
between the books and the
burgers. An InstaCard
Banking Center, the latest
and most convenient form
of banking, has been
installed between the Bookstore and the Bear's Den
at Memorial Union.
Advanced Banking
is
_
open to the students,faculty,
and staff of the University.
Now you can make deposits
or withdrawals, or pay loans
at the automatic teller
Machine (ATM)—and all at
your own convenience. The
ATM is a machine you can

LaGrange. An autopsy showed Gridley
died from "blunt trauma to the skull."
Gridley had last been seen March 18
when she left her apartment on Mill
Street in Orono to hitchhike to work at
McDonald's Restaurant in Brewer.
Detective Corporal Barry Shuman of
the Maine State Police Homocide
Division said Tuesday the most recent
evidence, which he described only as
"various articles belonging to the
victim," has been sent to the FBI lab
in Washington, D.C., for further
analysis of hair and blood samples.
The articles were found Aug. 19 along
Interstate 95 in the Old Town-Alton
area as the result of an informant's tip

to police.
"The results will be forwarded to
the defense attorneys who will most
likely file a motion to suppress the
evidence. This will further delay the
trial, so it could take quite awhile to
get through," Shuman said.
Shuman said motions to suppress
evidence are usually filed on the basis
police used improper procedure to
procure the evidence.
"We've been very thorough and
careful to touch all the bases," he
said. — The case looks very good."
An Aug. 20 Bangor Daily News
article says Albert was indicted in 1975
for the murder of Louisa Hooper, 25,or
_ _

Brewer. He was 'convicted of manslaughter and was on parole at the
time of his arrest in the Gridley case.
Glidden was held on an armed
robbery charge in the Kennebec
County Jail from March 11, 1982 until
March 16, 1983.

-*-Owens
(Continued from page 1)
things the way a book will," he
said.
Because it is necessary to go
through
Arco to interview
Owens' family, Baker said being
a consultant to the film had its
advantages:
'I got my way paid to
California and I got to stop in
Chicago and interview Owens'
three daughters," he said.
Baker said some of the filming
will be done in Germany and
some in California. He said an
actorTo portray Owens has not
been chosen.
No one can run like Jesse
Owens. He.ran with such fluidity
and smoothness," he said.
The film, a four-hour documentary. will be shown prior to
the 1984 Summer Olympics in
Los Angeles. California, he said.
Baker said he first became
interested in Owens' life when he
realized there is very little
published information- abouf
him. Baker's biography will be
the first written about the black
athlete.
Baker's book, which he will
start writing next tveek, will be
published in the spring of 1985.
The book, Jesse Owens: An
American Life, will be Baker's
second book. He also wrote
Sports in the Western World, a
textbook which he uses in one of
his classes.

Location: Memorial Union, Time: At Your Convenience
University of Mbine at Orono
bank on 16 hours a day,
7 days a week—whenever
Memorial Union is open.
The only prerequisite for
Advanced Banking is an

InstaCard from a participating bank, credit union, or
savings-and-loan association. During the first few
days of classes, a hostess
will be at the Banking
Center to answer questions

and give demonstrations.
InstaCard applications will
also be available. Attendance is optional, but
highly recommended.
No need to take notes or
do homework. But the next
time you need cash (or want
to make a loan payment)
don't phone home, or
.borrow from your roommate, or beg from your
buddies: whip out your
InstaCard and head for the
ATM at Memorial Union.
Do your banking between
the books and the burgers.
It's the only way to "ace"
Advanced Banking.
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Welcome a Friend back in Style
Bellygrams for all occasions
Male & Female Dancers

Student Senate Sign-up
Elections
Thurs.
Sept. 28th

oDE4
,
cp

THE OASIS
Call Today
947-2218

23A Hammond St.
Bangor, Maine

Thomas

NORMAL

GILFWEA .

Sign-up
R
Sept. 13th- 1 9th
Student Government
Office
3rdFloor
Memorial Union
BCC Students Sign-up at
BCC Union in Student Services

Hayne's Truck Stop
827-8300
Just off 1-95 at the Stillwater Exit

Your one stop shop for Mobil
Gas and GroceriesSteamed Hot Dogs
Wine Beer
Soda

•

Bar Bottles
Sandwiches

We've got the Coldest Beer in
Town!!
Save Now On- Miller 16 oz. bottles &
Bud light 16 oz. cans, Only-$3.29 six pack
We have diesel fuel!!
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World/U.S. News
nesday the plan *galls for—acease-fire. and a national dialogue with Saudi and Syrian
observers overseeing the ceasefire.

Soviets boycott
U.S. airlines
MOSCOW(AP)--In an apparent
reaction to the boycotting of the
Soviet airline, Aeroflot, by
many western nations, the Soviet
Union Wednesday stopped accepting plane tickets written by
U.S. airlines. Three Americans,
with tickets written by Pan
American World Airways. wdre
stopped 'when boarding a flight
from Moscow to Zurich, Swit_
zerland.
The Soviet Union Wednesday
publically mentioned the boycott
of Aeroflot -for the first time,
it.an American attempt to"strangle competition:"

Brinks robbers
convicted

WASHINGTON(AP)--The Lebanese government is seriously
considering a cease fire plan
propdsed by Saudi Arabia. A
Lebanese diplomat told two
reporters in Washington Wed

GOSHEN,N.Y. -(A-r)--A jury in
Goshen Wednesday convicted
three radicals of murder and
robbery for the 1981 holdup of a
Brink's armored car in a New
York —City suburb. Two police
officers and a Brink's guard were
killed during the robbery.
The radicals had boycotted the
trial, calling it a "charade" and
claiming their actions were
politically justified. They face
prison terms of 25 years to life
when sentenced next month.

Helms asks churches
to help hungry
WASHINGTON(AP)--North Carolina Republican Senator Jesse
'Helms Wednesday said churches
are not doing enough to feed
merica's hungry. Helms, chairman of the senate agriculture

) h
5 .
<\

Kennedy
undergoes
drug treatment
RAPID CITY, S.D.(AP)--Robert
Kennedy. Jr., the son of the late
senator, said Wednesday he has
admitted himself to a private
hospital for treatment of a drug
problem. His statement comes
after South Dakota authorities
said they are investigating
Kennedy, though they did not
say the investigation is drug
related.
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Correction

1
Australia 0
U.S.

NEWPORT R.I.(AP)-- In the
America's Cup race off Newport
Wednesday, the defending
champion U.S. yacht, Liberty.
defeated the Australian challenger, Australia II, by one
minute and ten seconds to take a
one to nothing lead in the
best-of- seven series. The two yachts exchanged-the itad stx times
during
the
race.

The photograph on page two of
yesterday's Maine Campus mistakenly identified Alden Stuart,
assistant vice president for
Finance and Administration, as
Richard Bowers, vice president
for Academic Affairs. The Maine
'Campus regrets the error.

153 Park St., Orono
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CLIP OUR COUPON
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Thriftway's Thirsty Thursday

-

by Wayr
Staff Wt

WASHINGTON (AP)--Federal
Aviation Administrator J. Lynn
Helms will travel to Montreal to
seek an international inquiry into
the downing of a Korean Jumbo
Jet by the Soviet- Union. Helms
told reporters at the White
House that- the U.S. will take a
firm position that an investigation must be conducted.
The U.S. Navy reports that a
specially-equipped tugboat has
arrived in the Sea of Japan to
search for the voice and flight
recorders aboard the Korean
74-7.

THRIFTWAY

t4ON*
f,,f•

-9° <

Korean crash
investigated

despite absence

Lebanese consider
cease-fire plan
proposed by Saudis

(5)
%')

committee, supports large cuts infederal-food assistance programs
and called on the private sector
to "fill the gap." He made his
comments at a hearing on private
aid for the needy.

& Friday
& Saturday

HAMM's BEER
12 pack of 12 oz. cans ONLY $3.99- You Save
You Save $2.00,Regular and Light Beer
STROH's PREMIUM BEER
Case of 12 oz. Bar Bottles, ONLY $7.99
Regularly $11.50 -Limit 2 Per Customer
Offer While Supplies Last- Thursday, Friday &
Saturday
TRY THEM FIRST,TRY US LAST
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Valuable
Coupon

at
THRIFTWAY
1 FREE GAME OF POOL
or
2 FREE VIDEO GAMES

Thriftway
153 Park St., Orono
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Sports
Tennis Team Bounces Back
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by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer

The University of Vermont continued its dominance over UMO in men's
tennis Saturday as the Catamounts
defeated the Black Bears. 9-0. But
Maine bounced back and evened its
record at 1-1 with an 8-1 victory ag
aitist St. Michael's Sunday.
Maine continued its losing string
against Vermont by winning only two
sets in nine matches. Maine has not
defeated the Catamounts in four years.
"Vermont,(2-0), is very strong from
the bottom of the ladder up. We didn't
give any matches away, they just beat
us." Coach Brud Folger said.
singles play, Vermont's Michael
Duffy defeated Ron Chicoine 6-7,
6-2. 6-2. Vic Milligan defeated Mark
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Smith 6-3,6-3; Tris Deery defeated
John Diaz 7-6, 5-7, 7-5;Peter Fayroian
defeated Mats Hansson 6-2, 6-0; Rich
Green defeated Doug Aghoian 6-2,6-2,
and Russ •Abrahams defeated Jim
Cotton 6-0,6-0.
In doubles, Vermont's Deer' and
Milligan defeated Chicoine and Smith
6-4;6-4; Duffy and Fayroian defeated
Diaz and Hansson 6-0, 7-6. and
Vermont's Green and Abrahams
defeated Kurt Pennell and Aghoian
6-2,6-3.
"This was our first match of the year
and we weren't quite ready. Usually
we have two weeks to practice but this
year we had only one week," Chicoine
said.' It's easy to make excuses but
the lack of practice did hurt."
On Sunday, the Black Bears traveled
to Burlington, Vermont to play St.
(Continued on page 14)
•HE

Bears fourth
in poll

This week's National Football League slate;

S LBF VVERY

Thursday, Sept. 15
C'inncinati Bengals at Cleveland Brownsu'i
Sunday, Sept. 18
Chicago Bears at New Orleans Saints
Los Angeles Rams at Green Bay Packers
Pittsburgh Steelers at Houston Oilers
San Francisco 49ers at St. Louis Cardinals
New York Jets at New England Patriots
Kansas City Chiefs at Washington Redskins
Atlanta Falcons at Detroit Lions
Baitimore Colts at Buffalo Bills
Philadelphia Eagles at Denver Broncos
San Diego Chargers at Seattle Seahawks
New York Giants at Dallas Cowboys
Minnesota Vikings at Tampa Bay Bay Buccaneers

8:30 p.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 19
Miami Dolphins at Los Angeles Raiders

RO'MK,r.,GAN 482,f

When your folks forgot theyalready
sent you spending money
"Looks like a Stroh Light night."

by Bob McPhee
- Staff Writer -

At the 37th annual meeting of the
Yankee Conference football coaches
held in Boston during Au-gust, UMO
was chosen to finish fourth, behind
Boston University. the Cniversity of
Massachusetts and the University of
Connecticut. UMO was picked ahead
of the University of New Hampshire
and the University of Rhode Island.
In the past few years, UMO has
been picked to finish dead last in the
conference.
Uls40 head coach Ron Rogerson
attended the meeting and hopes most
of the coaches' talk is just talk.
."According to them (the other
coaches), UMO doesn't rate with their
powerhouses," Rogerson said.
Rogerson feels UMO has the
potential to beat the opposition
because of the enthusiasm and desire his - playerg 'nave shown in the
preseason.
Some of the teams in the league do
have some real strong points according
to Rogerson.
"B.U. has a very good running
game and the UMass defense will be
tough," Rogerson said.
UMass and B.U. were tied for the
top spot in preseason voting with three
first place votes apiece.
Rogerson said, "UConn has a
couple ,of All-Yankee ' Conference
linebackers returning and this will
help them."
After UMO, UNH, and URI are not
picked as contenders because UNH
lacks team unity and UR-1 has "no
established quarterback to lead them.
"The team with the least amount of
injuries and a few lucky breaks
should finish on top of the conference," 'Rogerson said.
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On that rare occasion, when you
find yourself with extra money, treat
yourself and your friends to a night
you'll remember. A Stroh Light night.
Stroh Light is the great-tasting beer
that doesn't fill you up

SIR.
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The truth is, whether you've
gotten surpnse money or not, for
great times', Stroh Light is always
good investment

"Looks like a
Stroh Light night!'

A new beer welcomes new students!
Distributed by Colonial Dist., Waterville
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•Tennis —

Te

(Continued from page 13)

Michael's. Maine won six singles
matches. UMO's Chicoine defeated
Steve Guilmain, 6-2, 6-1; Smith
defeated Scot Morris 6-2, 6-1: Diaz
defeated Scot Cameron 6-1. 6-4;
Hansson defeated Bob Greco 6-4, 6-3;
Aghoian defeated Steve Queenan
6-2,4-6,6-4 and Cotton defeated Ric
Edelman 7-6, 6-0.
In doubles, Smith and Chicoine
(UMO)defeated Guilmain and Cameron 6-2.6-0. Maine's second doubles
team of Hansson and Diaz defeated
Morris and Edelman 4-6,6-1,6-1. St.
Michael's avoided a shutout by
winning the third doubles match as
Greco and Queenan defeated Pennell

Always
Something
New

and Aghoian, 6-4,6-3.
"I was ver'Y pleased with the team's
effort after losing to Vermont. We
knew what areas we needed work in
and proved ourselves by winning big
Sunday," Folger said.
Folger said the next away matches
against Bentley (Friday) and Merrimack (Saturday) will be tough
matches. Maine lost to Bentley last
year 5-4.
"The guys are really looking
forward to playing Bentley after last
year's close loss. This match could
shape up to be a grudge match,"
Folger said.
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Tennis player Roii Chicoine warms up. (Ferazzi photo)

SKI
SUGARLOAF
ALL WINTER LONG
'165°° prior to Oct. 1,
'185" Oct. 1 to Oct. 31.

cc% 2 for 1

Athletic Ticket Office Memorial Gym 8-4:30

DRINKS
UNTIL
MIDNITE
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Interested in starting your own Fraternity?

...The world's largest Fraternity is
starting a new chapter here at...

cp

University of Maine-Orono

TKE offers many advantages
• c,4z,
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...Become Active Immediately!!! No Pledging!!!
...Job referral service after college
...Scholarship aids
...Over 300 chapters to visit in USA and Canada
LIKE TO HEAR MORE
CALL DENNIS PERRY
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY MOTOR INN Rm. 1,866-4921
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Television appearance has Bears fired up
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

The UMO football team, busily
preparing for this weekend's game
against the University of Kliode
Island, is well aware the game
will be televised live throughout
New England by CBS. The
players and coaches, while
extremely excited, are trying to
remain calm and concentrate on
the opponent.
Coach Ron Rogerson feels the
selection by CBS to air this game
is a great honor, not only to the
team but also to the school...
"Everyone associated with the
team is excited and the exposure
we will receive should give a
boost to the team and school in
future enrollments," he said.
Several players are excited for

the game, because of the TV
coverage and the importance of
the game. URI is a Yankee
Conference opponent who beat
the Black Bears in Orono last
year in six overtimes, 58-55. That
game has been called the longest
in college football history.
"I don't think a day has gone
by in the past year that someone
hasn't reminded me of that
game," Rogerson said.
Senior defensive end Dave
Sanzaro is ready for the game
because of the , last year's
overtime game.,
"We owe them for last year;
besides everyone will be up for
the game," he said.
Halfback Paul Phelan is
looking forward to the exposure
the media coverage will bring.
"It will be the biggest
experience in my lifetime, so

far,- he said. The game Marks
the first time ever a UMO
football team will appear on
regional T.V.
Seniors Matt Walsh and John
"Mugger" McGrath are looking
forward to the game but for two
different reasons.
"Personally, I want to be
skyhigh so I can dominate the
defensive backfield," Walsh
said.
"I hope the game is televised in
New Jersey so a few family
members and my buddies can
watch it," McGrath said.
Offensive backfield coach
Steve. Tosches, a graduate of
URI,is pleased for the players.
"Most athletes can play a sport
their entire college career and
never get on TV," he said. "I
think it's great."
Junior offensive guard Dan

Maloney is a little nervous but
views the game as an excellent
opportunity for the future.
"All of New England will be
able to see us and this should
help," he said.
The always enthusiastic Jack
Leone is extremely excited about
the game, but at the same time
hopes the team can handle the
pressure„
"I just hope the team doesn't
get rattled and play sloppy ball,"
Leone said.
Senior noseguard Russ Muise
and junior quarterback Rich
Labonte do not feel the cameras
will affect the teams performance
and are trying not to think of it.
"I won't even know they're
there once the game starts,"
Muise said.
Labonte said, "I'm not even
thinking about it."

4110404, 4,*,,

Getto the answersfaster. With theTI-55-11.
What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions —
more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-11, with
112"powerful-functiOns. You
can work faster,and more
accurately with the TI-55-11,
.44ecause it's preprogrammed
1983 Tam Instruments

to perform complex calculations — like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyper,bolics at the touch of a
button.. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the calculator
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-11 even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-11
show you how.

TEXAS
iNSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. you could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also haw some great advantages like:
•Earning $100 a month during the school year
II As a freshman or sophomore, you could'complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
smions and earn more than $1100
during each session
II Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session

•You can take free civilian flying lessons
•You're commissioned upon graduation
yov:re looking to mow up quickly, kiok into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program You could start off
making more than_.$17,000

Wanttomove
upquickly?

vol

Maybeyou can be one ofus.
TheFew
TheProud
The Marines.
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See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Flynn when he visits your campus, or call
him at (603)668-0830.

